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It is important to avoid the collision with the sea ice, and to select the route to save the fuel and time. However, it is not easy 
to select the best sea route from these data promptly and safely because the shape and the distribution of the sea ice are very 
complex. In this paper, the selection of the sea route on the ice sea is formulated as the find-path problem. The probalisitic 
roadmap(PRM) method, which is a popular path planning scheme that can find a collision-free path by connecting the start and 
goal through a roadmap constructed by drawing random node in the free configuration space. The PRM consists of two phases: 
a construction and a query phase. The construction phase have two processing  before constructing the roadmap graph; 
constructing free space and checking collision with the obstacles for all local paths. These processing needs a lot of calculation 
time. This paper presents new method that construct a roadmap graph without these processing. The path between tht start and 

























































a) Radar Image                                   b) Roadmap Graph 
















                       c) Sea Route 3                                     d) Sea Route 4 
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Figure 2. Roadmap graph 
